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Skyfall sees the return of director Sam Mendes to the franchise, after his terrific work as art director on American Beauty. And
Mendes seems right at home, really milking the casual destruction of the Bond world, especially when used to cleverly

establish a quasi-alternate timeline. Other than that, the action comes in all forms, and is mostly frantic, choreographed to the
point of being almost homogenized, and riddled with disjointed, cheap-looking staging. Part of the problem comes from the

fact that Mendes feels obliged to remake the stunts from the Bond movies every time a new one comes out. This means that
every action sequence involves at least one canned stunt that had already been completed after the fact when the sequences

were first conceived and planned, and the imagery of the result is subsequently marred. Skyfall is a James Bond movie so
thoroughly aware of itself that it can't refrain from making the point the whole time. At one point Bond thinks he can count a
falling airplane as an action sequence. At another moment, some shaking cause a shower of dust to form around a character
when a shot is fired. It's much more successful at re-creating the look of that film in the first half. The opening scenes in the
Van Tiger are stunning; Bond's helo drop into Rio de Janeiro at the start of the film looks fantastic and feels more grounded

than the Paris sequences of Quantum of Solace. The franchise hasn't disappointed me at the opening, but by the second act,
it's clear that like the rest of the franchise, Skyfall is losing steam. The final 20 minutes or so are mostly a hasty rush to the

inevitable end. It's an exhausting journey of frustration. I'm not enough of a fan to forgive it.
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The plot and action scenes in Skyfall are the best James Bond has experienced since Casino Royale.
James Bond has never been more vulnerable and more of a threat to the conspiracy. The film's
pacing is perfect. The film never takes any time to dwell on a too-familiar scenario. Fans of the

previous films will be pleased with what's happened to their favorite spy. The action scenes are as
intense as they are stylish. The characters are more unique and interesting than before. The villains
are on par with the heroes. Javier Bardem's Silva is the perfect Bond adversary and the chemistry
between Craig and Bardem is wonderful. Most importantly, the writing is top-notch. It's the best
script since Casino Royale. The first 80 minutes of Skyfall are nothing short of incredible. It is the
best Bond film since Casino Royale. It has some great action sequences that you'd expect from a
movie that stars James Bond. It even has some great cinematography. The action scenes are as

intense as they are stylish. The characters are more unique and interesting than before. The villains
are on par with the heroes. Javier Bardem's Silva is the perfect Bond adversary and the chemistry
between Craig and Bardem is wonderful. Most importantly, the writing is top-notch. It's the best

script since Casino Royale. Skyfall is an absolutely fantastic James Bond film. It is better than Skyfall
and Spectre, the previous two movies in the series. Skyfall has great action scenes, cool one liners

and a good-narrative. Ben Whishaw as Q (and the replacement for George Lazenby) is hilarious. Judi
Dench is perfect as M. Javier Bardem's Silva is the best Bond adversary and the chemistry between

Craig and Bardem is wonderful. This is the best James Bond film since Casino Royale. The plot is
compelling, the characters are great and the action scenes are extremely good. I loved every minute
of Skyfall. Skyfall has an amazing score and a perfect cast. If you're a Bond fan, give Skyfall a shot.
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